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Emmy award-winning producer and director of documentaries with over a decade of
experience on challenging and ambitious shoots abroad.
Series Editor of Unreported World - Channel 4’s multi-award winning and critically
acclaimed flagship foreign affairs strand.
Series Director of upcoming 7-part documentary series on a true crime mystery set in
Brazil.
Strong track record of delivering complex assignments: filming in conflict zones, secret
filming, sensitive subject matters, working with children and vulnerable people as well
as securing the trickiest access.
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Winner 2015 Emmy for Best Investigative Journalism
Winner 2012 Rory Peck Sony Impact Award
Winner 2015 Broadcast Award for Best Current Affairs Programme
Nominated for 2012 Royal Television Society Award
Nominated for 2014 Foreign Press Association Award Best Feature
Nominated for 2015 Amnesty International Award Best Documentary
Shortlisted for 2016 One World Media Award Best Short Film

SKILLS
Shooting: Confident self-shooter / comfortable directing multi-camera crews. Experienced
working with presenters, reporters. Sony FS7, C300 MK 2, Canon XF305, , 5D PMW200.
Languages: Fluent in written and spoken Spanish. Conversational Portuguese and Basic French.
Other: Up-to-date Hostile Environment training. Clean driving license. Valid I-Visa.

CREDITS (SELECTED LIST)
Unreported World – Channel 4 – Series Editor

May 2015 – April 2016

Series Editor of Channel 4’s critically acclaimed, flagship foreign affairs strand. Responsibilities
include seeing sixteen programmes through all stages from development to delivery. This
includes originating ideas, securing commissions, writing often complex legal and security
assessments, liaising with teams every day in the field and supervising edits.
First point of contact for teams all over the world producing highly challenging and ambitious
assignments, often in hostile environments, from crews filming secretly in China and Venezuela
to a team in the conflict zones of Afghanistan and South Sudan, wide-range of subjects as diverse
as surrogacy in Mexico, the Italian mafia and slaves in South Korea.
“Nothing ever compares to Unreported World, which is always rigorous, dynamic, dangerous,
humane and a miracle of compression.”

-The Guardian
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Trump: An American Dream - Netflix and Channel 4

May - Aug 2017

Producer / Director – Episode 4: Politics - Series that charts Trump’s extraordinary journey through
five decades as businessman, developer, media star, politician before reaching the White House. It is also
the story of modern America. Told through the extensive archive of his life and interviews with the

people who have known him, the series reveals the people and events that shaped and created
the President of The United States. 60 mins – 72 Films
“Fascinating and horrifying in equal measure. Impeccably well-researched.”
-The Telegraph

Dispatches: Nigeria’s Hidden War – Channel 4
/ The Hunt for Boko Haram – PBS

Winner 2015 Emmy Best Investigative Journalism
Winner 2015 Broadcast Current Affairs Award
Jun - Jul 2014

Filmed and Produced by - In the wake of the kidnap of 300 schoolgirls by Boko Haram, this
investigation exposes the other side of Nigeria’s war on Islamist terror: a campaign by Nigeria’s
security forces against civilians which could constitute war crimes.
48 mins- Evan Williams Productions

• Set up highly sensitive secret meetings with victims of Boko Haram and the army, found

secure locations and filmed contributors disguising their identities.

• Analysed and organised hours of highly graphic and disturbing footage of human rights

abuses and war crimes in order to write and edit produce the film’s first cut.

“Outstanding and courageous reporting of an extraordinary story.”
-Broadcast Magazine

Terror in Sudan – Channel 4

Winner of 2012 Rory Peck Sony Impact Award
Nominated 2012 Royal Television Society Award
Feb-Apr 2012

Producer / Director - Unreported World gains rare access inside the conflict zone of the Nuba
mountains and exposes a secret campaign by the Sudanese government to kill thousands of
civilians through aerial bombardment and forced starvation. 24 mins - Quicksilver Media
• Operated for ten days travelling throughout highly volatile and hostile environment – we

came under threat of aerial bombardment several times.

• Found and secured exclusive access to video footage taken straight from a struck-down

army drone. This footage proved the government of Sudan was targeting civilians.

“It is sensitively filmed… creates a huge emotional impact on the viewer.”
-Rory Peck Trust

15 and Learning to Speak – Channel 4

Aug-Sep 2014

Producer / Director - Unreported World follows the inspirational work of the sign language
teachers transforming the lives of deaf children and adults in Uganda who have never been able
to communicate before. 24 mins - Quicksilver Media
• A 5 minute clip of this film called “Patrick Speaks” showed the extraordinary

transformation of a Ugandan teen as he’s taught sign language for the first time. The clip
quickly went viral and has gained over 32 million views on facebook and youtube.

“Heart-warming… will bring tears to your eyes”

- Daily Mail
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Deadliest Place to Deal – BBC 3

Oct 2016-Jan 2017

Producer / Director – Reporter Livvy Haydock travels to the Philippines to investigate the world’s
bloodiest war on drugs, where in a few months 7000 people have been killed. 57 mins – BBC 3
• Self-shot on Sony FS7
• Joined police in drug raids. Tracked down and interviewed drug dealers in hiding,

vigilante killers and the families of victims.

“An astonishing programme”

-The Nation

Kickboxing Kids – Channel 4

Jan-Feb 2014

Producer / Director – Unreported World The team travels to Thailand to document the lives of
children as young as seven who take part in the brutal combat sport of Muay Thai. 24 mins Quicksilver Media

• The highest rated programme of the Unreported World series for 2014
• Successfully met the challenge of filming with children in action-pakced, yet highly

sensitive situations, as the physical toll their bodies had to endure during training and
fighting became increasingly severe.

“Shocking and disturbing”

-The Telegraph

40 Years to Find My Family – Channel 4

Shortlisted One World Media Award Short Film 2016
Feb-Mar 2015

Producer / Director – Unreported World meet families in Cambodia who were torn apart by Pol
Pot’s brutal regime 40 years ago, and are now being reunited by a tv show. We follow one of the
most emotionally charged editions yet. 24 mins - Quicksilver Media
• Self-shot Canon C300. Found story idea and successfully secured exclusive access to the

programme.

• The main characters were people who had survived great trauma and they had to be

managed with great sensitivity and care.

“Incredibly emotional… there’s not a dry eye in the house”

-The Guardian

This World: The Mormon Candidate – BBC 2

Dec 2011-Jan 2012

Producer - John Sweeney investigates the beliefs of Mitt Romney, the candidate that would go
on to compete with Barack Obama, and asks whether America is ready for a Mormon president.
60 mins - BBC

• Travelled to Utah and negotiated access to top leaders and figures in the Mormon Church,

as well as securing permission to film key locations of the church.

• Tracked down ex-Mormons, polygamist families and secured access to critics of Mitt

Romney as well figures from his past who had never before agreed to be interviewed.
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